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ABSTRACT

The V-FASTR experiment on the Very Long Baseline Array was designed
to detect dispersed pulses of milliseconds duration, such as fast radio bursts
(FRBs). We use all V-FASTR data through February 2015 to report V-FASTR’s
upper limits on the rates of FRBs, and compare these with re-derived rates
from Parkes FRB detection experiments. V-FASTR’s operation at λ = 20 cm
allows direct comparison with the 20 cm Parkes rate, and we derive a powerlaw limit of γ < −0.4 (95% confidence limit) on the index of FRB source
counts, N (>S) ∝ S γ . Using the previously measured FRB rate and the unprecedented amount of survey time spent searching for FRBs at a large range
of wavelengths (0.3 cm > λ > 90 cm), we also place frequency-dependent limits
on the spectral distribution of FRBs. The most constraining frequencies place
4 cm
20 cm
two-point spectral index limits of α20
cm < 5.8 and α90 cm > −7.6, where fluence

F ∝ f α if we assume true the burst rate reported by Champion et al. (2016) of
R(F ∼ 0.6 Jy ms) = 7 × 103 sky−1 day−1 (for bursts of ∼3 ms duration). This
upper limit on α suggests that if FRBs are extragalactic but non-cosmological,
that on average they are not experiencing excessive free-free absorption due to
a medium with high optical depth (assuming temperature ∼8,000 K), which excessively invert their low-frequency spectrum. This in turn implies that the
dispersion of FRBs arises in either or both of the intergalactic medium or the
host galaxy, rather than from the source itself.
Subject headings: radio continuum: general; pulsars: general
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1.

Introduction

In the past decade, we have gathered the first perspicuous evidence that there exists a
large population of “fast radio bursts” (FRBs) with a potentially extragalactic origin (e. g.
Lorimer et al. 2007; Thornton et al. 2013). However, uncertainties remain as to the origins
of FRBs, and despite the large implied sky rate of ∼104 /sky/day, there have been only
∼20 detections reported to date (Thornton et al. 2013; Spitler et al. 2014; Burke-Spolaor
& Bannister 2014; Ravi et al. 2015; Petroff et al. 2015; Champion et al. 2016), largely from
Parkes Radio Telescope. Other experiments have experienced non-detections which, so
far, are consistent with the rate and sensitivity of detections (Siemion et al. 2012; Coenen
et al. 2014; Law et al. 2014). Mounting evidence points to an extragalactic origin; namely:
1) the dispersion measures and rotation measures in excess of those expected from the
Milky Way, and scattering timescales much smaller than those expected from a source of
Galactic origin, imply that propagation through extragalactic media (from the intergalactic
medium, a host galaxy, or the source itself) imparts these values (Luan & Goldreich 2014;
Kulkarni et al. 2014; Masui et al. 2015); and 2) the absence of FRBs detections at low
Galactic latitudes implies that “filtering” and signal dampening effects may be arising
from propagation through the Milky Way (Burke-Spolaor & Bannister 2014; Petroff et al.
2014). Recent detections and debate have added further complexity to the story: one
FRB has been detected multiple times (Spitler et al. 2016). Another publication reported
the first potential afterglow candidate to an FRB, implying that at least that FRB might
be arriving from a galaxy at redshift z = 0.49 (Keane et al. 2016), although whether the
afterglow is truly associated with the FRB event is still under debate (Williams & Berger
2016; Williams et al. 2016; Vedantham et al. 2016).
Since 2011, the V-FASTR experiment has run commensally on the Very Long Baseline
Array (VLBA), which can provide a few tens of milli-arcsecond localization of any detected
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FRB—hence the unique potential to localize an extragalactic pulse to a precise location
within a host. The experiment has been described in detail in two publications (Wayth et al.
2011; Thompson et al. 2011), and the sensitivity of the experiment has been reported twice
at earlier stages of observation (Wayth et al. 2012; Trott et al. 2013). In brief, V-FASTR
uses an incoherent sum of the correlated data from the VLBA antennae to dedisperse and
search for bursts in the resulting time series. For any promising candidate above our search
threshold, we are able to access the baseband data and image the candidate to confirm it as
an FRB. V-FASTR is one of few FRB detection experiments currently operating worldwide
at a broad range of frequencies, and thus has the potential to provide unique limits on
average FRB population features such as spectral index and number count scaling. This is
a particularly strong capability given the rapid and huge spectral index range reported for
the repeating source of (Spitler et al. 2016).
Since its campaign commenced, V-FASTR has not yet detected any FRBs. This paper
provides a careful analysis of the sensitivity limits of the V-FASTR data taken to date, and
interprets the non-detection in terms of the physical parameters of FRBs with respect to
previous FRB detection rates.

2.
2.1.

Four Years of V-FASTR

Data: 24 Apr 2011 to 24 Feb 2015

As a commensal experiment, the observing set-up of V-FASTR data is distinctively
inhomogeneous. This is reflected by the values populating our 5-dimensional observing
parameter distribution, represented in Table 1 and Figure 1. The latter demonstrates
that V-FASTR searches for FRBs at the full range of VLBA operating frequencies, and
at a broad range of total bandwidth and channel width, both of which depend on the
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Table 1: Observing parameters for the V-FASTR data as of 24 Feb 2015.
Band

hfctr ia SEFDb

(cm)

(GHz)

(Jy)

90

0.318

50

Tsys c

Nhrs

(Jy)

(K) hNant ia

(h)

2742

3439

184

9.2

24.2

0.465

2744

3126

206

9.3

10.2

20

1.550

302d

311

31d

9.4

1648.0

13

2.278

347

357

30

9.0

82.8

13/4e

5.537

399

400

37

9.0

491.8

6

5.949

244d

245

28d

9.1

1264.9

4

8.418

327

327

36

10.1f

1426.8

2

15.082

543

543

67

9.6

790.0

1

22.312

640g

640

68g

9.6

1493.8

0.7

43.161

1181

1181

106

9.3

797.7

0.3

86.312

4236

4236

119

7.8

115.9

SEFDeff

a

Observing-time-weighted average.

b

https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/vlba/docs/manuals/oss/bands-perf

accessed 2015-04-20. We assume a frequency-

independent value for each band.
c

Averaged across antennae, from internal system measurements file on 2015-04-20.

We assume a f -

independent value for each band.
d

Average of the two values reported for this receiver.

e

V-FASTR treats the dichroic “S/X band” receiver observations as a single band when correcting for dispersion; here we quote the average values between this receiver’s S and X bands.

f

Some observations include non-VLBA antennae, e. g. the GBT, tied-array VLA, or EVN antennae. This
occurs most frequently in the 4 cm band for geodesy experiments.

g

We use the values quoted for 1 cm, which is closest to our hfctr i.
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experiment on which V-FASTR is piggybacking. The range of time sample lengths reflects
the fact that V-FASTR splits off a parallel data stream, for which the sampling time
is optimized depending on the dispersion smearing at the given frequency set-up of the
primary experiment. Table 1 columns are as follows: (1) the observing receiver, as given by
a representative wavelength; (2) the average center frequency of the V-FASTR data for that
band; (3) the system equivalent flux density (SEFD) quoted for the VLBA; (4) the effective
SEFD as described in §3.1; (5) the system temperature; (6) the average number of antennae
used for the V-FASTR search; and (7) the cumulative number of hours spent using that
receiver. Below we describe the dedicated V-FASTR observing program BT127, as well as
the data removal heuristics we used to remove observing scans (from all observations) that
are unsuitable for use in our limit analysis.

2.2.

BT127 targeted observing program

The one exception to V-FASTR’s commensal operation has been a recent targeted
program (BT127, which commenced in 2014) approved under the “VLBA Filler Project
Challenge”1 , in which projects can obtain large amounts of VLBA observation time in the
gaps between long-duration observations. Such a filler mode is ideal for V-FASTR, as a list
of high (|b| & 20) Galactic latitude targets can be defined at any right ascension (RA).
We constructed a list of 48 target fields spaced in RA by 0.5 h. All fields lie north of
the equator. Twenty nine of these fields are at high Galactic latitudes (|b| > 20◦ ) and utilise
observations that switch between the selected field and a high quality calibrator on a ten
minute cadence. For the remaining 19 right ascensions for which a high Galactic latitude
selection with nearby high-quality calibrator was not possible, we reverted to performing
1

https://science.nrao.edu/enews/7.1/
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continuous observations of a field containing a strong calibrator near a declination of +30◦ .
BT127 observations are scheduled for the object most appropriate for the time range
covered by an available filler slot. BT127 observations utilize the full bandwidth available
at 1.4 GHz in order to achieve maximum sensitivity. As of 24 Feb 2015, a total of ∼350 h of
observation have been obtained via BT127. However, not all of these data were processed
by V-FASTR, and additional filtering of the data is described below. Therefore, 158 hours
of BT127 data have been usable for the analysis presented in this publication.

2.3.

Invalid data

From all data used by V-FASTR (including all projects, not just BT127), some were
considered unusable due to the presence of a large number of spurious candidates—hence
the manual inspection step was not feasible or careful for these observations—or because
the observing system had severe errors and did not record usable data. We thus do not
consider data as follows:
• Observations centered on either of the bright pulsars PSR J0332+5434 or
PSR J1136+1551.
• Projects processed between 30 Jan and 4 Feb 2014 due to a communications error
between the correlator and V-FASTR processing disk.
• Projects processed between 15 and 24 July 2014 due to a temporary software error.

The invalid observations, in total encompassing 148 h (1.8%) of the V-FASTR data, are not
considered in our analysis.
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Fig. 1.— Two-dimensional projection (Fraction of time in a given band spent at different
degradation factors, sampling times, channel widths, and bandwidths) of the five-dimensional
distribution contributing to our sensitivity curve calculations (§4), demonstrative of the
inhomogeneity in the V-FASTR data distribution.
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3.

Limit methodology and V-FASTR Sensitivity Considerations

The limits derived in this paper are based on the framework of Trott et al. (2013), which
takes into account the probabilistic nature of detection and transient event occurrence,
enabling the construction of 2D probability distributions in the sensitivity - rate parameter
space. That work provides a full description of the framework’s derivation, including an
initial application of the framework specifically to the V-FASTR experiment. We provide
here the relevant equations and alterations of their framework used for our analysis. Where
elements are not explicitly expanded (e. g. B(f, θ) below), we refer the reader to Trott et al.
2013. The Trott et al. “detection performance metric,” which casts sensitivity factors to a
common reference frequency f0 , is given by:
√
Sactual (f0 , θ) w =

C
 α
B(θ) ff0

s

2 (f ) t
Ssys
s
.
Nant

(1)

Here, Sactual and w are the actual source flux density and intrinsic pulse width, unobstructed
by scattering and any observing instrumentation. Our detection degradation factor  differs
from that given by Trott et al., and is described in Sec. 3.3. The factors ts , C, and Nant
give the sampling time, the signal-to-noise detection threshold (a dimensionless multiplier
of the noise), and the number of antennas summed for detection, respectively. Ssys is the
frequency-dependent system sensitivity; while it varies for different receivers, we use a fixed
value for each frequency band (SEFDeff as described in §3.1). B(θ) is the antenna pattern.
The transient signal itself might be frequency dependent, represented here by the power-law
spectral index α.
A source with true flux density Sactual is measured with a flux density that includes
statistical noise, which is Gaussian-distributed with mean µ = Sactual and data variance σ 2 .
The probability a source of flux density Sactual will be detected above a threshold given by
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Cσ is given by the cumulative distribution function:

Z

∞



1 1
Sactual − Cσ
p
N (Sactual , σ )dS = + erf
,
2 2
(2)σ
2

P (Sactual > Cσ) =
Cσ

(2)

where N (µ, σ 2 ) denotes a Gaussian distribution. The cumulative probability in the rightmost
part of the equation describes the exclusion regions. The cumulative probability that an
event is not detected (due to noise) is the complementary function, 1 − P (Sactual > Cσ)
(Trott et al. 2013).
The 2D probability distributions are formulated as a test of the alternate hypothesis,
1 − Pnull , where the null hypothesis is that at least one source would have been detected
when n events have occurred:
Pnull =

X


[1 − P (Sactual < Cσ)n ] × Q(n; λ) .

(3)

n>1

Here, Q(n; λ) is a Poisson distribution, λ/(FOV × Tobs ) is the expected number density of
events per field of view and total observing time, and Cσ refers to a detection threshold of
C times the noise, σ. The alternate hypothesis is the probability that events that occurred
were not detectable by V-FASTR. The net probability for N independent experiments is
Ptot

N
Y
=
[1 − Pnull , i]

(4)

i=1

In this way, any number of inhomogeneous experiments can be combined into a single
√
constraint on the rates of millisecond transients in the phase space of (Sactual w,
FOV×Tobs ), which represent the true flux and the true rate of bursts.
To summarize this process for clarity: in order to compute Eq. 4 for a given
instrumental set-up, we use the observational parameters represented in Fig. 1 to calculate
the sensitivity thresholds for Eq. 2 as given by Eq. 1. Each instrumental set-up has a given
field of view and on-sky time, and these are used to calculate Q(n; λ) in Eq. 3 above. We
then use Eq. 4 to combine the probabilities from various instrumental set-ups into the
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√
probability that V-FASTR would have detected a burst of a given true flux Sactual w and
true rate FOV×Tobs .

3.1.

SEFD and Sky Temperature

In our analysis, we take a band-averaged system sensitivity Ssys to be the effective
system equivalent flux density (SEFDeff ) for the VLBA. The quoted SEFD of the VLBA is
reported in Table 1, and we estimate SEFDeff as reported below. The SEFD and Tsys values
reported in Table 1 correspond to a fairly optimistic observing configuration, and may
be further affected by telescope elevation, atmospheric sky temperature, and interference.
Sensitivity values in typical observations can be on average <20% worse at the lowest and
highest frequencies, and roughly equal to those reported in this table for intermediate GHz
frequencies (the most stable Tsys values). The effects of harmful interference on the SEFD
are mitigated by its automatic removal performed in the V-FASTR pipeline.
Notable amounts of time are spent observing the Galactic plane, at which—particularly
at lower frequency—the background sky temperature can be comparable to the receiver
temperature, and therefore represent a significant loss in sensitivity. Thus the effective
SEFD for a pointing is a sky-position and frequency-dependent scaling of the SEFD:
SEFDeff (f, l, b) = SEFD ·

Tsky (f, l, b) + Tsys
.
Tsys

(5)

We determined Tsky from the observation-based model of de Oliveira-Costa et al. (2008).
A representative Tsky for an observation is taken as the observing-time-weighted average
of Tsky (l, b) at the highest and lowest observed frequencies. It is clear that for V-FASTR
observations to date, background sky temperature is only a notable factor at the 2 GHz
band and lower.
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3.2.

The V-FASTR Detection Threshold

The signal-to-noise detection threshold value, C, is nominally defined as a multiplication
over the thermal noise in the receiver, however due to the presence of radio frequency
interference (RFI), C can represent a larger sensitivity value. For millisecond pulse searches,
typical values range C = 6 on the low end and C = 10 on the high end (e. g. McLaughlin
et al. 2006; Thornton et al. 2013; Spitler et al. 2014; Burke-Spolaor & Bannister 2014). The
impact of RFI on C has, to our knowledge, not yet been considered in any FRB sensitivity
analysis for single-dish experiments. V-FASTR has some intrinsic RFI advantage over single
dish experiments, as the spatially disparate antennae form a natural anti-coincidence filter
(e. g. Thompson et al. 2011). The V-FASTR processing pipeline also performs adaptive
RFI excision of narrow- and broad-band signals as described in Wayth et al. (2012), which
removes the bulk of potent RFI. Severely sensitivity-impacting narrow- and broad-band
signals have been seen at the manual inspection stage in only a negligible fraction of the
newer broad-band data.
V-FASTR is unique in that it incorporates multiple stations, each of which suffers
different location-dependent RFI. It accounts for this dynamically by a pulse injection
and detection system (Thompson et al. 2011), a robust estimator that sums signals while
excising one or more extreme stations at each timestep. The resulting time series is closer
to Gaussian. Its noise is estimated from the data and thresholds are adapted periodically
to maintain a 7-σ cutoff. However, as our dynamic threshold is not tracked, we cannot use
this information to precisely determine C for V-FASTR. We therefore use the conservative
estimate of C = 10 for our limit analysis below.
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3.3.

Instrumental broadening and scattering

Several pulse broadening effects can reduce the detected signal strength. These
interplay between natural broadening effects (i. e. scattering in the interstellar and
intergalactic medium) and instrumental effects. The detected pulse width of an intrinsically
unresolved pulse will be the square sum of the intrinsic pulse width and several broadening
effects:
t2eff

2

=w +

t2s

2

+τ +



k DM ∆f
f3

2
,

(6)

where the final term is the “dispersion broadening” from a dispersion within finite channel
bandwidth ∆f at frequency f , both in MHz, with constant k = 8.3 × 103 MHz cm3 pc−1 .
DM refers to the dispersion measure in units of pc cm−3 . The scattering timescale is
represented by τ , which typically has a power-law frequency dependence; when combining
observations taken at different frequency, as is required for our analysis, one can scale the
scattering expected at a common reference frequency such that τs = τ0 (f /f0 )µ . For pulsars
in the Galaxy and for all scattered FRBs yet observed, µ ∼ −4. Note we assume here
that detection experiments will search at a variety of pulse widths so that their detection
integration time ' teff .
The dispersion and scattering of a fast transient can dominate teff and degrade
observational sensitivity. Using the Trott et al. framework, we can define a degradation
factor, , which represents the loss from an optimal S/N due to broadening, given intrinsic
width w. Our  encompasses all losses as reflected in Eq. 6, not just scattering losses as in
Trott et al. (2013). The ideal S/N is:
√
S/Nopt ∝ Sintrinsic w .

(7)

When broadening occurs, systems typically find an optimized S/N by integrating longer
durations (up to a limit), however this decreases both the noise and the signal at different
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√
rates ( t and t, respectively) such that the detected S/N after broadening is
S/Nbroad ∝

Sintrinsic √
teff ,
teff /w

(8)

and therefore the degradation factor is simply
 r

w
S/Nbroad
= min 1,
.
(9)
≡
S/Nopt
teff
√
Note that in the above equations we use w rather than w because the S/N scales as the
square root of time. As in Trott et al. (2013), our use of S/N, rather than a fluence or flux
density, allows us to assess the impact on S/N of different experiments.

3.4.

Two limit scenarios for 

We present the V-FASTR sensitivity in two ways:
1. Unknown properties of FRBs. We apply no assumption about FRB properties
or Galactic/extragalactic broadening effects, so that the results can be compared in
the future if FRB properties change with further detections. This equates to using a
system with no degradation (i. e.  = 1).
2. Extragalactic FRBs. Here, we use the average properties of FRBs observed to
date, plus a Galactic dispersion and scattering model and varying system set-ups, to
determine  for each V-FASTR observation. We attempt to correct for the observed
latitude-dependence of FRB rates (Petroff et al. 2014; Burke-Spolaor & Bannister
2014) under the assumption that this dependence is due to propagation through the
Galactic interstellar medium.
For the second approach, we use the ne2001 electron density model (Cordes & Lazio 2002)
to compute scattering and dispersion contributions from the Milky Way, as in Burke-Spolaor
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& Bannister (2014). From the FRBs detected to date, we assume the following average
values for this analysis:
DMexgal = 816 pc cm−3
(10)

wfrb = 3 ms
τexgal = 7 ms at 1.0 GHz

Here, the “exgal” subscript indicates that the quoted quantities exclude the contribution
from electrons in the Milky Way itself, which must be added (in a sightline-dependent
manner) to obtain the total observed dispersion and scattering. The values above come
from ten FRB DMexgal values: 330, 369, 521, 528, 675, 680, 710, 909, 1072, 1553 pc cm−3 ;
five FRBs with measured scattering and five with no scattering, projected to 1 GHz: 3.7,
5.3, 17.7, 17.7, 21.7 ms; five unscattered FRB widths after accounting for instrumental
broadening: 0.57, 3.37, 0.69, 2.87, 6.92 ms; Lorimer et al. 2007; Thornton et al. 2013;
Burke-Spolaor & Bannister 2014; Spitler et al. 2014; Ravi et al. 2015; Petroff et al. 2015;
Thornton 2013. We thus determine  for each V-FASTR observation using the following
formula:
 =

√

"
wfrb t2s

+

2
τexgal
(f )

+

2
τMW
(f, l, b)


+

k b (DMexgal + DMMW (l, b))
f3

2 #−1/4
, (11)

where again, τexgal,MW = τ0 (f /f0 )µ , and we use the ne2001 Milky Way electron density
model to compute scattering and dispersion contributions from the Galaxy. We assume
µ = −4 in this analysis. The distribution of  for each V-FASTR observing band is shown
in the first panel of Figure 1.

4.

V-FASTR Limits on FRBs and Millisecond-duration Radio Transients

We combine the inhomogeneous V-FASTR data set by forming a 5-dimensional grid
of observing band, time sample duration, channel bandwidth, integrated bandwidth, and
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Fig. 2.— V-FASTR limits at λ = 20 cm using the “extragalactic FRB” scenario to derive
. The colorbar represents the likelihood that V-FASTR would have seen zero events given
the event rate and sensitivity metric. The points shown are as in Table 2: Lorimer et al.
(2007) green asterisk, T13 black cross, Spitler et al. (2014) orange plus, Burke-Spolaor &
Bannister (2014) purple triangle, Petroff et al. (2015) blue circle, Ravi et al. (2015) red
diamond, Siemion et al. (2012) upper limit green cross, Champion et al. (2016) cyan triangle. A standard N (>S) ∝ S −3/2 scaling is extrapolated from the T13 and Champion
et al. measurements. The white cross indicates the V-FASTR limit that most constrains γ
(Sec. 4.3).

Fig. 3.— V-FASTR limits at λ = 20 cm without any assumptions for .
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Fig. 4.— V-FASTR limits at λ = 4 cm using the “extragalactic FRB” scenario to derive .

Fig. 5.— V-FASTR limits at λ = 4 cm without any assumptions for .
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degradation factor (a collapsed view of this is shown in Fig. 1). Each of these grid cells
contains the total on-sky time spent with that combination of observing parameters. The
cells of this grid are treated as independent experiments and the net probability (Eq. 4) for
each limit plot in this section is formed by summing the probabilities over the cells of that
band. It is this probability that is plotted in Figures 2–5.
√
Figures 3 and 5 show the most sensitive bands in Sactual w - Tobs × FOV space using
this analysis considering our scenario without assumption of FRB properties. Figures 2 and
4 present the V-FASTR limits at the same bands using the “Extragalactic FRB” scenario
(as described in §3.4).

4.1.

Comparison with previous FRB detection rates

Figure 2 compares the rate of several FRB detection experiments with the V-FASTR
limits derived from 20cm observations. We recalculated the FRB rates for these surveys to
provide a consistent analysis with our limits, using values as reported in Table 2. The most
constrained of these measurements come from Champion et al. (2016), who included the
ten FRBs detected from the HTRU-S Survey and thus have the smallest Poisson error of
the various experiments. This measurement is the most constrained because it reports the
largest number of detections from a single survey with uniform parameters.
This figure demonstrates that our limit is currently consistent with all FRB
measurements thus far; that is, we had a very low probability of a detection given the
intrinsic FRB rates and flux densities implied by these experiments.
√
Nevertheless, our multi-dimensional limits in S wfrb , Tobs × FOV, and frequency
space, allow us to statistically constrain the physical parameters of the FRB population,
in particular the average spectral index and the index of FRB source counts, as described
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Table 2: The sensitivity parameters of surveys that have published FRB discovery rates, and
for the “Fly’s Eye” experiment (Siemion et al. 2012), which searched for FRBs at 20 cm.
Sensitivity/experimental parameters for most surveys are summarized in Burke-Spolaor &
Bannister (2014). We also use the Spitler et al. (2014) values assuming their FRB detection
was in the sidelobe of the Arecibo antenna, with their reported Smin corrected for Tsky and
our wfrb . Apart from survey area, the Petroff et al. (2015) and Ravi et al. (2015) parameters
are equivalent to those of T13. For consistent comparison with the V-FASTR limit results,
we represent the lower limit of detectable intrinsic FRB flux density for an experiment as
√
Smin,opt = C ·SEFDeff / BW · wfrb . Calculation uses the gain at the full-width-half-maximum
power point of the beam, in concordance with the Tobs × FOV value reported here. Thus in
√
Figure 2 we plot [Smin,opt wfrb /, NFRB / (Tobs × FOV)] for each experiment.
hTsky i

Smin,opt

Tobs × FOV

Ref.

(K)

(mJy)

hi

(h deg2 )

NFRB

Lorimer et al. (2007)

0.73

590

0.57

272.7

1

Siemion et al. (2012)

1.65

118 × 103

0.76

19992

0

Thornton et al. (2013) [T13]

0.85

560

0.89

337.5

4

Spitler et al. (2014)

1.31

210

0.90

215.2

1

Burke-Spolaor & Bannister (2014)

1.70

615

0.55

509.9

1

Petroff et al. (2015)

0.79

555

0.89

47.5

1

Ravi et al. (2015)

0.64

555

0.88

38.0

1

Champion et al. (2016)

0.92

560

0.88

1549

10

– 20 –
below.

4.2.

FRB Spectral Index Limits

We now consider physical limits on the observed FRB population to date. For the
analysis in this and the next section, we take the 20 cm detections of Thornton et al. (2013,
hereafter T13) and Champion et al. (2016, hereafter C16) as an “anchor point” for measured
FRB rates. This is a simplifying assumption; further analyses have shown that the error
bars and flux scale of FRB rates are highly uncertain and still the subject of ongoing debate
(Keane & Petroff 2015; Rane et al. 2016). Thus, while a maximum likelihood analysis would
be the most rigorous path to derive the implied spectral dependence and number counts for
FRBs, particularly if V-FASTR were to make a detection, such an analysis is not warranted
in a null detection experiment with only two frequencies to fit. Note that T13 searched a
subset of C16 data, and T13’s reported rate is about double that of C16; we report results
from both of these rates to demonstrate how our results change with different FRB rate
measurements.
First, we consider limits on the spectrum of FRBs. We use our “extragalactic
FRBs” scenario to place these limits, as these reflect most accurately any effects of
frequency-dependent scattering and instrumental sensitivity. The most simplistic model for
a radio spectral density is defined by power-law index α, defined with fluence F ∝ f α . We
can place a two-point spectral limit on α at each of V-FASTR’s single-receiver observing
bands. We do this at the 20 cm event rate surface density of T13 (4/[337.5 h deg2 ]) and C16
√
(10/[1549 h deg2 ]), scaling α until our 5% probability point in S w meets that of T13. We
use the 95% detection contour as a proxy for the 95% limit on intrinsic source flux density,
with the caveat that, in general, these are not the same quantity. This corresponds to the
95% confidence point in our null hypothesis, P (H0 ), that V-FASTR should have detected
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at least one burst given α and the T13 and C16 measurements. These frequency-dependent
limits are shown in Table 3.
If FRB emission is truly broad-band and has no break in its spectrum, we can state
that our limits on spectral index are −7.6 < α < 5.8 if the Champion et al. sensitivity
is taken at face value. Specifically, our most stringent limits are for the 4 cm and 90 cm
4 cm
20 cm
bands, such that α20
cm < +5.8 and α90 cm > −7.6. To our knowledge, the former is the first

reported limit on the high-frequency spectral index (upper limit) of the FRB population as
a whole. Recently, Karastergiou et al. (2015) also reported a two-point spectral index lower
limit of α220mcm > +0.1.
The α values associated with known radio sources—particularly those with coherent
emission as is expected in the case of FRBs—tend to be negative, however for these our
limits are not particularly constraining. For instance, while a few pulsars have flat spectra,
they have declining spectra on average α ' −1.4, and down to α ' −3.5 (e. g. Bates et al.
2013).
Our limits, however, are interesting in light of two facts. First, one of the few reported
FRBs with a spectral index measurement, FRB 121102, has been found to repeat and has
erratic frequency-dependent amplitudes. These induce a huge range of indices measured for
different detections, ranging −10.4 to +13.6 (Spitler et al. 2016; Scholz et al. 2016). Our
limits rule out that a significant population of bursts commonly have such extreme spectral
indices.
Second, Kulkarni et al. (2014) discuss the effect of free-free absorption of FRB emission
by a medium surrounding the FRB progenitor, which would also produce the excess DM
observed in FRBs: that is, a non-cosmological FRB scenario where most of the excess
DM does not arise from the intergalactic medium. One of the implications of a medium
with even a modest optical depth is that the spectrum will be strongly inverted, well
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above α ' +3.2 for most bursts. Our upper limit on α thus implies that the average FRB
population is not surrounded by compact, photo-ionized nebulae, assuming the region
remains optically thick up to at least 6 GHz. The implication for this is that the origin
of the bulk of FRBs’ excessive dispersion measures are on average not source-local if the
source is O(10, 000) K. Some FRB models pinpoint that FRBs arise in nearby galaxies;
for these models to hold, therefore, the progenitor sources are implied to be preferentially
positioned closer to the centers of the host galaxies, i. e. at a position where the host
galaxy’s interstellar medium can contribute the large excess DM observed in FRBs.

4.3.

FRB Source Count Limits

Next, we can derive limits on a power-law scaling of FRB population number
counts using our limits in the 20 cm band. Given our two-point α limits, we make the
assumption that the small difference between the average V-FASTR and Parkes center
frequencies—1.550 and 1.352 GHz, respectively—is negligible when we place our γ limit
(i. e. we assume α = 0). As with the spectral index, a typical dependence assumed for this
scaling is a power-law, N (>S) ∝ S γ . The standard γ = −3/2 projection is exhibited in
Fig. 2 for T13 and C16. Using V-FASTR’s 20 cm limit, we can extrapolate the T13 and C16
measurements to our most sensitive 5% confidence point, hence placing a limit of γ < −0.5
and γ < −0.4, respectively. As in the previous section, we use the 95% detection contour
here as a proxy for the 95% limit on intrinsic source flux density, with the caveat that in
general, these are not the same quantity. We also include in Fig. 2 the 20 cm measurement
from the Allen Telescope Array’s “Fly’s Eye” experiment Siemion et al. (2012), which
provides the most constraining limit to date, of γ < −0.76.
Both γ limits are in concordance with a cosmological population of FRBs in a
Euclidean universe, where γ = −1.5. They also allow sufficient room, for instance,
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for a non-cosmological population where our sensitivity is source-limited rather than
distance-limited (e. g. Pen & Connor 2015). It also still permits the possibility of luminosity
or density evolution of FRBs over cosmic distances.

5.

Conclusions

We have reported constraints on the Fast Radio Burst population based on observations
using the V-FASTR experiment, which spans observing frequencies from 350 MHz–90 GHz.
Analysis based on the non-detection of FRBs in V-FASTR data to date allows us to draw
several conclusions:

1. Our non-detection at 20 cm is consistent with the FRB rate based on the detections
of Champion et al. (2016). If FRBs are distributed with a N (>S) ∝ S γ distribution
with γ = −1.5, we find a probability of ∼91% that no FRBs would have been detected
by V-FASTR data to date (Fig. 2).
2. We have set multi-wavelength constraints on the two-point radio spectral index, α.
4 cm
Our most stringent limits are for the 4 cm and 90 cm bands, such that α20
cm <+5.8
20 cm
and α90
cm >-7.6. This in particular places constraints on any FRB-local photo-ionized

nebula, which would even with a modest optical depth push spectral indices above
α ∼ 3 (Kulkarni et al. 2014).
3. We place a limit on FRB number counts at 20 cm to be γ <-0.4. This limit, however, is
not more constraining than the limits placed by other experiments on this parameter
(Siemion et al. 2012).
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Table 3: The upper limit on power-law spectral index, α, for each of V-FASTR’s effective
center frequencies using the Thornton et al. (2013) (T13) FRB rate measurement and the
Champion et al. (2016) (C16) rate measurements. For wavelengths shorter than 4 cm, the
Tobs × FOV product for those bands was too small to allow a comparison with the T13 rate.
Band

hfctr i

(cm)

(GHz)

limit

limit

90

0.318

> −6.4

> −7.6

50

0.465

> −10.8

> −11.5

20

1.55

< 14.1

< 18.9

13

2.28

< 24.1

< 33.1

6

5.95

< 4.5

< 5.2

4

8.42

< 4.0

< 5.8

α (T13) α (C16)
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